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It has been 17 years since Rivara et al published their manuscript on the “Epidemiology of bicycle injuries and risk factors for serious injury”. The authors reported on crash circumstances and preventive measures. Using data from their seminal case-control study on bicycle helmet effectiveness, the study reported on crash circumstances, helmet use and injury outcomes to identify prevention opportunities. This study was part of a broader intellectual effort to engage rigorous epidemiological science in the gritty real-world work of injury prevention: identifying modifiable crash risk factors, measuring helmet effectiveness and putting this knowledge to work in a large controlled community campaign.

The work of Rivara et al is important for its contributions to methodological rigour and public health. Case-control studies are efficient and valid design choices for studying injury aetiology. Key to this design is the proper selection of a control group that represents the exposure experience of the source population that produced the cases of the outcome. In this situation, the cases were those with serious injuries defined by ISS, hospitalisation or fatality. This efficient use of numerator data separated into severe and non-severe injuries representing cases and controls remains an elegant approach for attacking the injuries that will have significant healthcare system, economic and personal consequences.

From a public health perspective, bicycling injuries remain the most common cause of sport and recreation-related injuries in children and adolescents. As municipalities look to increase the appeal and efficiency of bicycling to address issues such as traffic congestion, physical activity and environmental sustainability, reducing bicycle injuries becomes increasingly important. Rivara et al noted determinants of severe bicycle-related injuries that are relevant to today’s city planners. Their results emphasised that serious injury is preventable, and helmet use was associated with a reduction in fatal injury. The findings also highlighted the need to address the sometimes competing interests of cars and cyclists—areas in which today’s planners are designing creative infrastructure and regulation for healthier cities. There are new opportunities to promote safe and active transport, so that bicycling and other active transportation options continue to grow, in part, because they become safer for learners and skilled riders alike.

The most powerful contribution of this article is its commitment to evidence-based injury prevention strategies in the context of public health. During the past 30 years, leaders in injury science have moved the public debate away from emotional appeals and towards a scientific approach that takes a hard-nosed look at the effectiveness of strategies. There is relevance for this debate today, as a number of people have pushed back against the idea of bicycle helmet promotion and other safety strategies in the absence of rigorous study. In Dr Rivara’s words, ‘As injury control professionals, we need to demand that those who oppose studies show us convincing data that refutes previous work’.

Finally, the ideas for the bicycle helmet studies came from the experience of clinicians who cared for children and adults with bicycle-related traumatic brain injuries and felt that there must be ways to prevent these injuries from occurring. Like most real-world studies, it was collaborative, involved different institutions and scientists with different backgrounds and began from a small grant from a local foundation. The study by Rivara et al is a landmark example of engaged and rigorous injury science.
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